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  Photo-workshop with Hillary Younger and Paul 
Hoelen                                                   April 2nd ~ 9th 

2017 
                                                          Cost: $AUD 2,695 



  

 

Overview 
Seven days in the rugged Tarkine, Tasmania’s northwest wilderness frontier will leave you 
utterly breathless from its raw natural power, rich wildlife, stunningly unique geological 
features, immense biodiversity and precious aboriginal heritage. Combined with the 
cleanest air on earth and the largest ocean swells recorded on the planet this world 
heritage value wilderness area provides as broad and dynamic a landscape palette to 
draw upon for your images as anywhere on earth… 

Our first night will be nestled the tiny  hamlet of Corinna surrounded by rainforest on the 
banks of the Pieman River. From there we travel by the historic Huon Pine barge The 
Arcadia 1.5 hours down the river and then a short walk to our coastal camp at Rupert 
Point. This area will be our home for 3 nights on a coastline accessible only by boat and 
by foot, with the wild seas of the Roaring Forties crashing onto a spectacular headlands, 
with rock formations unlike anything you’ve ever seen. The exceptionally clean air and 
vast distance from any population means dark night skies, perfect for capturing 
seascapes under stars. 

Exploring the coast will reveal an astounding diversity of landforms as we delve into the 
many  bays, coves, inlets and rocky headlands. In addition, this is the home of an easily 
accessible array of wildlife such as white bellied sea eagles, Tasmanian devils, 
pademelons, wombats, quolls, and other native fauna.  

We will then travel north to the small township of Arthur River for the second half of the 
jour. A beautiful riverside cottage with ocean views provides a fantastic base to explore 
the delights of the northern Tarkine region for three more days and nights. From here we 
will explore areas of wild beauty and profound cultural significance such as Kings Run, 
Sarah Anne Rocks, Couta Rocks, Nelson Bay, West Point, Lighthouse Beach and of course 
the beautiful Arthur River itself. 



  

 

About Paul and Hillary …. 
 



  

 

Paul Hoelen: 
 



  

Born in NZ to a Dutch sailor & an American nun, Paul put his wanderlust and four 
passports to good use, before eventually settling on the beautiful, wild island of 
Tasmania. Photo-documenting a 15-year career in Wilderness Adventure Therapy 
helped cultivate his belief and passion for the power of wild areas to bring healing, 
reflection and balance to people’s lives, and how imagery can be used to support 
this process. Paul is an AIPP Master of Photography, Fellow of the NZIPP, two times 
Overseas Photographer of the Year in NZ, three times and current Tasmanian 
Professional Photographer of the Year and five times Tasmanian Landscape 
Photographer of the Year. He judges regularly at a state, national and international 
level, is a a member of renowned landscape group The Light Collective, an 
Ambassador for Asukabook and has his fine art work represented by Source 
Photographica Gallery in Melbourne and Aspen, USA 

www.paulhoelen.com 

 

 

Hillary Younger:  
 



  

Hillary Younger is an award winning landscape photographer from Tasmania, and is 
well-known for her rich portfolio of coastal and wilderness images, as well as her 
international photography of the Himalayas, the Yukon, and the Rockies.  

She researches weather patterns, tides, moon phases and astronomical events to 
be in the right place at the right time. 

 Her knowledge and skill both in the field and in post processing is world class, and 
she conducts photo-workshops locally and internationally, as well as teaching 
processing online. 

www.hillaryyoungerphotography.com 

 

 

 

 

The Journey 

http://www.hillaryyoungerphotography.com/


  

 
Saturday 1st April: We would like everyone to arrived in Hobart by the night before the trip 
for an informal dinner on Saturday night at Mother India Restaurant 213 Elizabeth St. 
Here we can introduce everyone, explore ideas about the trip and have a fun evening 
together to get excited about the trip  before we head off on our journey in the morning.  

 

Sunday 2nd April : Pick up at your hotel at 8 am to journey north and west around 
Tasmania to the magnificent Tarkine to enjoy a late shoot and beautiful dinner and stay 
at the Corinna Eco Village on the edge of the Pieman River. 

 

 

 

 



  

 

Monday 3rd April midmorning - 6th April midmorning : Journey down the Pieman River 
on the historic Huon Pine ferry the Arcadia, and walk 30 mins out to the Tarkine 
Wilderness Coast to camp. We have a range of terrific campsites to explore the coastline 
from our locations based on tides and weather with several excellent campsite options. 

Thursday 6th : After a dawn shoot we walk back to the Ferry landing site, head back up 
the Pieiman River and travel north approximately 3 hours to beautiful river and 
oceanside cottage at Arthur River, arriving in the evening for a sunset shoot. 

Friday 7th April to Sunday 9 th April :  We will explore a myriad of spectacular coastal 
locations including Sarah Anne Rocks, Nelson Bay, Couta Rocks, West Point, Green’s 
Beach, King’s Run and of course the beautiful Arthur River headland itself - renowned for 
its stunning driftwood in particular. We will guide you to the perfect photographic 
locations based on the daily tide, swell, changing light and weather conditions. 

Sunday 9th April: After a morning shoot and a hearty breakfast, we will being the return 
journey  arriving at Launceston airport by 4 pm and Hobart airport by 8 pm.  



  



  

Costs 
 

Total Investment: $2,695. 

Deposit:  

A down-payment of $1,000 will secure your place on the workshop. The balance is due 21 

days prior to the first day of the workshop, April 2nd  2017. 

Refunds: 

If you wish to cancel after full payment has been made, the refund policy is: 
Prior to 60 days, full refund minus $200 administration fee. 

Between 60-21 Days: 40% Refund (minus the initial $1,000 deposit) 

Less than 21 Days or no-shows:  0% Refund  

If another individual can be found to fill your spot, the deposit can be transferred to 

another of Hillary or Paul’s  tours.  

Cancellation: 

We will endeavour to prevent any a cancellation bar any acts of God of course! (war, 
natural disasters, strikes or anything that makes it inadvisable to run the workshop)! All 
deposits will be refunded or a potential second trip organised instead when everyone is 
available! Similarly, if the trip has less than 6 participants it will be ineffective to run and 
we reserve the right to cancel. 
 

Full Payment due March 12th 2017. 

 

Payment Method:  

Pay online now to reserve your spot 

 

https://www.hillaryyoungerphotography.com/collections/workshops-and-training/products/tarkine-exposure-april-2nd-to-9th-2017


  

 

What is included in the Cost: 

● All  accommodation at Corinna, the Tarkine Coast, and Arthur River. 

● All food/drink supplied for 6 nights, 7 days, excluding breakfast on April 2nd, 
and lunch on April 9th. Alcohol is not included, but you’re welcome to bring 
your own. 

● Transport from Hobart on April 2nd and back to either Launceston airport, 
Hobart airport or Hobart on April 9th. All transport on the Tarkine coast, 
including the ferry trip down the Pieman River. 

● Guiding to various locations, our local knowledge of weather patterns, 
favorable tides and surf, and the best locations based on those conditions 

● One-on-one instruction both in the field and with regards to camera craft 
and post-processing. 

Post processing sessions - When we have downtime relative to weather and lighting 
conditions we will both share  our specific workflows and post production 
techniques, and guide you on improving your own workflow where you need it 
most. 



  

What is NOT included in the cost: 
● Incidentals, Medical and Travel Insurance - Please be sure to properly insure your 

travel and gear. The weather conditions in the Tasmanian Tarkine can sometimes 

be unpredictable and rough, so it’s a good idea to ensure that your valuable items 

are protected, no matter what the situation is! 

● Transport to and from Hobart / Launceston before and after the trip. 

 



  

Fitness Requirements  
It will be expected that participants  should be able to hike at a steady pace for at least 2 
hours over uneven ground carrying your own camera equipment, tent, sleeping bag and 
essential items. The walks are an easy bushwalking grade. 

By signing up to participate in our workshop we assume that you fulfill these fitness 
requirements and accept full responsibility for your ability to access areas we will be 
hiking to. By participating you also assume full responsibility for your own personal 
safety and the liability of your camera equipment. We highly recommend personal travel 
insurance. 

 



  

.  

 



  

Phone Reception and Internet: 

There essentially is no reliable coverage for the first half of the trip based out of Corinna 
(including Corinna Eco Village). We can arrange for any messages to be left at reception 
at Corinna as a contact point. The second half of the trip based at Arthur River has mixed 
patches but some reliable areas of reception for various carriers. 

 

 

 



  

 
 



  

 

EQUIPMENT: 
Camera Equipment: 

Tripod: Fairly essential I would suggest, if you’re serious about your photography and 
want to make the most of the opportunities presented to you on this trip 
photographically! Monfrotto, Induro and Benro are good brands and not overly priced. 
Gitzo and Really Right stuff are more expensive but superb quality. I enjoy the carbon 
fibre versions of either for their lightness and portability, but they are less solid in the 
wind due to their lightness! 

Spare Batteries and Memory Cards. We won’t have access to power obviously for the 3 
days camping on the coast, and it’s a sad feeling when you’re  your image making is 
hamstrung by low battery power, so please bring some spare ones! Long exposure astro 
photography can also drain batteries heavily. As for memory cards, I tend to favour 
SanDisk and now use mainly SD cards, as even though I have a CF card slot, as they are 
so much cheaper for the same speed! 45-80mb/s or class 10/UHS 1 is the slowest I’d 
recommend. I often buy from http://www.cheapchips.com.au. I find the, 32-64 GB cards 
are currently best value, and the 64GB cards are coming down fast, though that’s a lot of 
shots to trust on the one card not failing! 

Computers and Hard Drives: I would suggest bringing a laptop if you have one on this 
trip as it’s essentially  your digital darkroom!  Depending on the size of your memory 
cards, you may need to download and back up regularly during the trip and we also will 
be looking into post production strategies, workflow and image critiquing, in which case it 
would be very valuable to have a laptop loaded and ready with your editing software. 
Lightroom is an excellent program overall and photoshop for more advanced post 
production. It’s not essential as we are a field based trip, but gives you options. 

Filters: A circular polariser  can be good for reducing reflections on wet foliage, boosting 
skies, reducing exposures by a couple of stops for longer shutter speeds – and any water 
based images where it allows you to see deeper into rock pools and water features. II 
wouldn’t call it essential, but handy. 

I have UV Filters on all my lenses purely for protection, but I know many people who 
prefer not to and rely on their lens hoods for that same purpose believing they will have 
slightly sharper images as a result of having less glass between your subject and the 
sensor. 

 

 

http://www.cheapchips.com.au/


  

Neutral Density Filters can be wonderful to play with for creating lowlight effects and 
movement in brighter light and increase your creative scope overall. They come in a 
range generally from 2-3 stop, to 6 stops and up to 8-10 which itself can make it appear 
like midnight in the midday sun! The longer days at this time of year mean there is more 
midday time to experiment with this. So again, not essential, but I imagine you will find 
plenty of scope to use these on this trip and will enjoy doing so…. I personally love to play 
with an 8 or 10 stop ND Filter to get more creative with longer exposures and give myself 
more options during brighter lighting conditions. 

 

Graduated Neutral Density Filters: I have a LEE filter system with a 3 stop soft ND Grad 
Filter set up which I can recommend though I don’t use one often by personal preference 
as I often bracket my exposures or use HDR techniques instead. Perhaps on the coast 
this may be useful at times when the light above the horizon line is much brighter than 
the foreground. Again not essential but potentially very useful. 

 

Lenses: Ideally focal lengths to be covered would be from 17mm on the wide end and up 
to 200mm on the long end to provide the most scope. A wide angle lens from 24mm 
would still work well and some sort of mid range telephoto would give you added reach 
and compression for wildlife and more distant features. There’s also lots of material for 
close up macro photography on the trip, so a macro specific lens could be an excellent 
addition. 

  

Daypack/Camera Pack: Depending on how camera much gear you plan on carrying 
during our day trips it will be well worth bringing over a daypack or a photography 
specific carrying bag/pack of some description. I often just use an everyday walking pack 
with a ‘Crumpler’ brand insert for carrying around my basic kit. I have a Lowepro 
toploader 75AW and a Lowepro Inverse 200 waist bag also that I find useful for accessing 
my gear easily whilst on the run. They both have covers you can pull out that help in the 
wet. ‘F-stop’ produces some wonderful camera bags and is well worth looking into also! 



  

  



  

OUTDOOR GEAR: 
Although it’s a more stable time of year, there’s always a chance for some more dramatic 
weather conditions (for more spectacular imagery) -  yet you can experience ‘four 
seasons in one day’ at any time – quite literally. So we need to be prepared… 

Rule number one says it’s always better to bring your own equipment if you have it as it 
could fit better and potentially be more comfortable than any hire gear. With notice you 
may be able to hire those items highlighted in blue below. Please familiarise yourself with 
the list as once we start the trip there will be little or no options to obtain many of these 
items! 

Feel free to ask questions and put in any requests for gear hire if you cannot source your 
own in good time and we’ll see what we can do. It’s a wild place and we definitely want to 
make sure everyone is well prepared! 

Pack: at least 65 litres with pack liner – tough garbage bag will suffice! 

Sleeping Bag (At least 3 seasons (-5C)) 

Waterproof Jacket with hood (essential – and a good quality one!) 

Waterproof Pants (plastic or Gore-Tex/equivalent) 

Sleeping Mat: Thermarest /foam or equivalent. 

Torch (head torches highly recommended, spare batteries) 

Walking Poles (optional!) 

Gaiters (good protection from mud but not essential!) 

Boots (worn in bushwalking boots, or solid daywalking shoes) 

Day Pack (useful for camera gear and day walks) 

Soft Pack/suitcase (for storing gear in the trailer) 

Warm Jacket or Jumper (2x polar fleece or wool – cotton not recommended) 

Thermal Top (2 x polypro or wool) 

Thermal Long Johns (2 x polypro or wool) 

T-Shirt (2x for walking and eveningwear) 

Shorts (1x loose fitting for walking) 

Long sleeve shirt (x1 for walking) 

Long pants (1-2 x synthetic or wool recommended – not cotton or jeans!) 

Socks (4-5 pairs, wool or synthetic, not cotton) 



  

Spare plastic bags (handy for if it’s its wet!) 

Sun hat (wide brimmed/lightweight) 

Sunglasses (good for the coast!) 

Beanie (wool/synthetic) 

Gloves (wool/synthetic - preferably fingerless for shooting) 

Sandals/sandshoes/crocks (with good grip for creek crossing and wearing at the 

campsite) 

Bathers  

optional - it can be fresh but refreshing!) 

Small towel (lightweight/chamois) 

Water bottle (1 litre minimum (strong plastic/aluminium) 

Personal Hygiene Items 

Sunscreen/insect repellent (small bottle – guides will have some!) 

Waders: lightweight and waterproof - excellent for shore based shooting and keeping dry 

getting those tricky seascape shots 

 Tent: 1-2 person 3-4 season bushwalking tent, lightweight and waterproof. The 
preference is to bring your own, but if necessary we can work on providing one, so call us 
to discuss! 

We will potentially not have access to clothes washing facilities for the first half of the 
trip, so please be aware of this and bring some spare clothes accordingly! As a guide I 
tend to wear icebreakers as they are super comfortable and very easy on the nose so to 
speak when worn for more than one day! 



  

  

 

 

 

 



  

TOPICS TO COVER PHOTOGRAPHICALLY: 
  

We are very happy and used to working on what comes up at the time in the field in 
terms of camera craft, but we are also very open to hearing from any of you in regards to 
any specific areas you want to cover before the trip so we can prepare and potentially 
research anything specific. We will have plenty of time for one on one intuition over the 
whole length of the trip with informal group sessions and more formal critiquing 
opportunities during the evenings and some afternoons - weather dependent. 

 

Some likely topics to be covered will be long exposure and neutral density filters, Astro 
photography, focus stacking, HDR and exposure blending and time-lapse photography 

 

 

CONTACTS: 

Please feel free to contact us anytime for any specific questions or queries and we look 
forward to seeing you there for one of the greatest landscape photography opportunities 
you will ever have! 

Paul Hoelen +61405651140 or paulhoelen@gmail.com  or 

Hillary Younger: +61 402152081  hillsees@gmail.com 

 

  

mailto:paulhoelen@gmail.com


  

 

 

 


